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The developing sum of information collected by measured
self devices and social media hold extraordinary potential for
applications in personalized medication. Though the primary
incorporates health-related physiological signals, the last
mentioned gives bits of knowledge into a user’s behavior. Be
that as it may, the two sources of information have to a great
extent been considered in segregation. We analyze open
information from users who have chosen to put through their
MyFitnessPal and Twitter accounts. We appear that a user’s eat
less compliance victory, measured by means of their self-logged
nourishment journals, can be anticipated utilizing highlights
determined from social media: etymological, action, and social
capital. We discover that clients with more positive influence and
a bigger social network are more effective in succeeding in their
dietary objectives.
The vision for accuracy medication may be a world where
changeability within the way of life, physiology, qualities, and
natural context for each individual can be precisely measured,
caught on, and utilized within the avoidance and treatment of
maladies. Making this vision a reality for all, in a versatile and
cost-effective way, depends on progressing the science of
estimation, novel ways to gather wellbeing related information,
and strategies to gather wellbeing hazard.
Two such shapes of detected information that have been
exclusively watched to contain important signals approximately
wellbeing and well-being, incorporate social media and
measured self detecting innovations. Particularly, within the case
of the previous, the ceaseless selection of social media locales is
showing openings toward pro-active and subtle evaluation and
enhancement of our wellbeing and well-being at scale. These
incorporate, watching behaviors and mental states, depressive
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propensities, wellness and slim down and so on. At the same
time, we are seeing a fast increment within the selection and
utilize of lifelogging and self-tracking devices, famously known
as the measured self development. A assortment of applications
have risen, that permit individuals to utilize their versatile phones
to track viewpoints of physical, physiological.
Past work had appeared the guarantee that both evaluated self
instruments and social media hold for modeling an individual’s
wellbeing. In any case, measured self information and social
media information have to a great extent been considered in
segregation. In this paper, we illustrated the relationship that
exists between the two, utilizing open information from the
MyFitnessPal application and Twitter. We utilized MyFitnessPal
nourishment journals to assess an individual’s adherence to their
self-defined calorie objectives.
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